
Seating the Divine Image, Level 3-9B        05/08/2018         Gabriel Opening Meditation    
 

Greetings, It is I, Gabriel, 
 
I am here to be with you this evening as we open up to the Guidance of Master Yeshua 
and further activation of the DNA Strands, the Light Packets, but most importantly, to 
begin to focus more on yourself in your Light Body.  This is so important for you to begin 
to recognize these massive energetics that are now in play in your body, transforming 
the physical body of 3rd dimension into 5th Dimension with a Light Body.   
 
So, when we ask you to feel that Light Body’s Presence, to feel what it feels like to be in 
that state of consciousness, not just your consciousness, not just your body, what it 
feels like to be in your body in that state, but what it feels like to have a more activated 
Light Body within the complexities of who you ARE. 
 
So, take a deep breath… 
Know yourself as being 100% Light….. 
Feel what it feels like to be navigating, to be in that 5th Dimensional Light Body….. 
Feel any significant feelings or senses….. 
 
Now, in your Light Body…  
Move into your Merkaba Field that is spinning and spinning at 100% Light. 
 All parts of it are activated and ready to move  
 as you direct it into various dimensional sequences. 
In this moment, in your Light Body, in your Merkaba Field, 
 direct that vehicle into that beautiful Crucible, Collective Crucible, 
  that we have created together 
 each one adding to that Crucible. 
 in your Light Body, in your Merkaba vehicle, 
 unique and beautiful in your expression and in your Presence….. 
 
Notice as you enter this Crucible how dynamically beautiful, radiant it becomes… 
 filled with your Presence….. 
 
In this state of consciousness,  
 be very present in this moment, 
 open, receptive,  
 yet very creative in what you are capable of adding to this evening’s meeting. 
 
This is important for you to recognize: 
 What are you adding as that individual in your Presence, in your Light Body, 
 to this Gathering? 
 
Now, take a deep breath and let us begin. 
 


